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ABSTRACT
Until recently, investment into sport heritage in the United Kingdom has been
sporadic, variable and inconsistent. This is particularly the case for sports
conventionally not considered significant to popular national interest. In the
UK, this classification extends to basketball. The situation is changing, and
development of the nation’s sport heritage is progressing. However, support
for sport heritage cannot be guaranteed and continued efforts need to be
individually and collectively made to advance its causes. Taking the
development of the National Basketball Heritage Centre (NBHC) located at
the University of Worcester in the United Kingdom as its focus, this paper
interrogates how sport heritage practices and progress might align with the
nexus of shifts in higher education (in which the NBHC resides), critical
museology and digital redirections. This intersectional paradigm may yield
exciting opportunities for sport heritage thought, production and action.
Namely, by generating spaces of analysis, reforming modalities of production,
and inspiring critical advocacy in representational praxis. Focusing on
community identity and youth development, we envision the NBHC as a
more than archival tome/ tomb, but as a site of transformative social inquiry
that (virtually) connects the physical practices of the past with politics of the
present and beyond.
KEYWORDS Basketball; heritage; higher education; space; Lefebvre
Introduction
In the United Kingdom, and elsewhere, a coalescence of forces is producing
new sets of conditions in which sport heritage practices might thrive and find
new ways of existing. Loosely characterised by an amalgam of austerity
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measures, market-driven imperatives, conscientious public attitudes vis-à-
vis social responsibility and enfranchisement, and creative and innovative
cross-sector activity, such conditions comprise a distinct setting for sport
heritage practice. Now, not only is it sufficient for sport heritage entities to
exist as repositories and showcases of sport consumption. Rather, organis-
ations are encouraged to demonstrate greater purpose, accountability and
sustainability.1 As detailed within this special issue and beyond,2 the sport
heritage industry may be small part of the arts and culture and sport
sectors, but it includes a vibrant landscape of activity, passion and enter-
prise.3 However, the abilities of sport heritage organisations to succeed,
are not universal, guaranteed, or equitable. As such, the ways in which organ-
isations are contextually situated, mediate priorities and pressures, and
maintain a public interface remains varied. Disparities have led to vastly
different strategies, priorities and approaches in the development and
work of sport heritage providers. For example, variances in organisation
composition, collection management, archival priorities, representational/
production activities, community engagement initiatives, academic and
civic relationships, and interaction with their associated sports and sporting
patrons. Closer examinations of these differences and congruities are of value
in understanding how sport heritage ‘works’/does not work effectively, what
synergies and tensions exist across the space, and how management and cur-
atorial knowledge and practices might be enhanced.
In this paper, we consider two activities undertaken by the university-
based National Basketball Heritage Centre (NBHC) to illustrate opportu-
nities for sport heritage at the confluence of higher education (HE), critical
museum directions and digital turns. Framed by spatial analysis, we examine
the role of a physical exhibit and social media spaces in advancing socio-cul-
tural engagements; in this case, related to community identity and youth
development. Congruent with the spatial framework, we then articulate
ideals that bring basketball heritage audiences together, modes of (re)pro-
duction, and opportunities for improved action and advocacy going
forward. Ultimately, the conceptual approach we adopt is useful in providing
insight into some of the benefits and tensions that may accrue in developing
sport heritage partnerships with HE institutions and academics; particularly
in terms of shared agendas, resource precarities, collection sustainability and
social/community engagement. In examining the NBHC, and being reflec-
tive about its practices and missions, the paper also offers an example of
how this type of sport heritage management and curatorship (which is
largely reliant on degrees of limited human and financial resource, volunteer
work, good-will and post-graduate support) may not only survive and
prosper but work toward modelling progressive disciplinary trends in
sport history and heritage industry innovation. Beyond this, by outlining
new trajectories of inquiry and collaboration (e.g. with local communities,
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civic authorities, volunteer organisations charities and sports clubs), the
paper also evidences opportunities for sport, social and cultural policy advi-
sors to consider how both academic expertise and heritage outputs might be
placed in the service of community development, public service enhance-
ment and social empowerment.
The landscape of university, heritage and digital connection
Established in 2016, the NBHC is currently located at the University of Wor-
cester, Worcester, UK. Hosted at The Hive (a joint university and public
library), the Centre forms part of the university’s recognised specialist archi-
val repositories. The Centre receives no direct funding and basic activities fall
under the operational budgets of the university library services division. The
Centre is overseen by a director and academic sport historian (the lead
author of this paper), an Arts and Humanities Research Council doctoral
student (the second author of the paper) and a Research and Library Services
Administration staff member from the university. The NBHC’s has two key
aims. First, to provide a dedicated repository for archival and heritage
material related the UK’s basketball histories. Second, to offer a space for
research activity, dissemination and educational projects related to basket-
ball history and heritage that engage wider communities. Beyond the
archive, however, and in lieu of dedicated/distinct physical space within
The Hive, the Centre operates as a mainly virtual entity.4
Reflecting NBHC’s physical and political position, this paper draws on an
intellectual crossroads of debate over, respectively: higher education (HE);
critical museological and heritage turns toward social justice and community
empowerment; and, digital and social media trends in cultural (re)production.
Firstly, scholars have noted difficult times for the global HE sector as it con-
tends with forces including neo-liberal marketisation, student recruitment
concerns, funding pressures, and heightened performance and monitoring
measures.5 In the United Kingdom, c/Conservative political shifts, austerity
measures, pronounced public and state scrutiny, student demographic shifts,
competitive research and funding environments, and ‘impact’ metrics have
all also contributed to a revision of universities’ forms, functions and
values.6 In addition, in the UK effects from pre- and post-European Union
(Brexit) arrangements and, now, the onset of COVID-19 consequences, are
also confronting HE providers with new realities, challenges and opportu-
nities. For UK universities, the implications of Brexit (in particular, financial
downturns from demographic changes to student recruitment, changes to
transnational research and enterprise funding and partnership schemes, and
cultural shifts in the perceptions of value of UK partnerships, and continued
constraints of available government funding support) have prompted contem-
plation and sector change. Many concerns are historical however, and
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universities have continuously adapted to sustain their universal and local
appeal. Yet, the constant calls for HE to fortify stakeholder relations has
assumed renewed saliency as universities seek not only new ways to work,
but to improve public perception about what they can do and who they
might be for.7 Partnership activity has become particularly important in posi-
tioning universities as meaningful contributors to wider communities. In this
regard, it has become essential for providers to commit investment to industry,
public and sector relations beyond the tertiary setting.8
Subsequently, partnerships with the respective arts and culture and sport
sectors (specifically, the heritage and museum aspects) is of value. As scho-
lars identify, the current era has precipitated fertile conditions for interdisci-
plinary heritage/museum and tertiary sector collaboration.9 Noteworthy is
symbiosis in the education, community and civic functions these sectors
respectively set out to achieve.10 For universities, museum and heritage col-
laborations provide multifarious advantages; from research resources,
knowledge exchange opportunities, work placement, community identity
promotion, ‘town and gown’ initiatives, to creative project development.
Outputs of the AHRC Collaborative Doctoral Scheme (and Sporting Heri-
tage-based projects) attest to these ends. Partnerships with universities
have helped museum and heritage sites counter their own uncertainties
and adversities which are precipitated by similar conditions.11 Collectively,
collaboration makes considerable sense from community and social respon-
sibility perspectives, but also enables stronger promotion of shared social
science and humanities endeavour.12 Pertinent here is for universities to
undertake activities in areas congruent with contemporary social issues,
practices and values. Partnerships that demonstrate and reflect investment
in social and cultural life (e.g. the arts, and local and national heritage, cul-
tural practices such as sport) aid these goals. Similarly, so too does having
shared ideals and purposes (e.g. vis-à-vis social justice, advocacy, inclusivity,
and community empowerment). This ethos informs and validates the signifi-
cance of universities’ connection with sport heritage spaces. Moreover, it also
complements sport heritage and museum turns toward new forms of sensi-
tivity, responsibility, and engagement.
In recent decades there have been noted shifts within museum and heritage
studies towards criticality, ethical responsibility, interdisciplinarity and social
advocacy.13 Museums and heritage sites have responded by: diversifying man-
agement, widening community participation and decision-making in acqui-
sition and exhibit production, enacting upon contemporary and enduring
issues, revising content, repatriating material, creating new narratives, or apol-
ogising for historical injustices.14 Similarly, sport heritage spaces have not been
immune to calls for redirection. Scholars have encouraged sport heritage sites to
embrace progressive ideals, modes of intellectual enquiry and (re)presentation,
collaboration, and transformative content engagement strategies.15 There is
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accord in calls for sport heritage spaces to not only respond better to constitu-
ents’ identities and desires, but to also be sites of empowerment and alternative
critique that challenge sports’ ideological and structural conditions.16 Existing
good practice here includes the National Football Museum’s commitment
and work in 2019 to diversify its policies and practices of female represen-
tation.17 Another has been Chris Stride and colleagues’ continued work with
sport organisations, public bodies and themedia to advocate formore represen-
tative Black and minority ethnic group athlete statues in the UK and beyond.18
Sporting Heritage (formerly the Sport Heritage Network) has also strongly
encouraged, supported, and developed critical connections between academic
researchers and sport heritage spaces. Although the call-to-arms is substantive,
not all sport heritage spaces are politically or practically resourced enough at
present, or see it as an organisational priority, to undertake such critical reconfi-
gurations.19 Herein lies a potential gap that university collaboration may fulfil;
particularly with regards to undertaking critical research, sharing resources and
knowledge, developing creative representation strategies, and facilitating
improvements that may aid end-user engagement and interaction.
As already noted in the wider museum and heritage domain,20 digital and
technological enterprise holds considerable potential for critical sport heri-
tage practice. Reflective of contemporary cultural shifts, and calls widen
their functions and forms, many museums and heritage sites have embraced
the digital revolution. Key strategies have included: website modernisation;
digitising physical content; investing in digital, virtual or electronic technol-
ogy to facilitate alternative audience interactions; prioritising digital acqui-
sition; joining online-global organisation networks; and/or creating a
social media presence (e.g. via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest or,
most recently, TikTok). Concomitantly, some museums have created
digital and educational investments by developing online resources for
schools that promote the museum and assist education providers in aiding
students’ digital literacy.21
However, there are issues with digital drives. For example, innovation
necessitates economic and personnel investment, appropriate expertise and
managerial support, market research, clear strategies to ensure consistency
and sustainability of practice, and meaningful intentions behind its deploy-
ment. Moreover, there are no guarantees digital revolution may yield the
representational, critical engagement or cultural changes museums/heritage
spaces desire. Technological trepidations aside, given the current forces both
the arts and culture and tertiary sectors face, digital disconnection would be
ill advised. For all its potential benefits, nonetheless, technological adaptation
has yet to be universally adopted or practised within the sport heritage sector.
While some spaces in the UK (e.g. the National Football Museum, The
Hockey Museum, and Wimbledon Lawn Tennis Museum), and elsewhere
(e.g. the New Zealand Olympic Committee),22 have developed notable
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online presence and engaging social media activity, there apparently remains
a broad spectrum of techno-philia among sport heritage providers. More-
over, some heritage spaces (such as the NBHC, and other minority sport
entities) are only starting to explore digital opportunities. As detailed in
the subsequent analysis of the NBHC, further interrogation is needed to
understand how transformative critical and digital sport spaces might be
created and community participation engendered.
Conceptualising the NBHC space
Both in physical and virtual terms, heritage organisations and sites have been
acknowledged as valuable social and political spaces, and integral to under-
standing human communities and their cultural practices.23 Accordingly, the
work of spatial theorists is useful in examining the conceptual, structural and
human actions that contribute to what heritage spaces are, how they work,
what experiences accrue therein, and what they might become for their com-
munities. We respect the notion of space is complex, amorphous, and
dynamic. Moreover, beyond its ideological characteristics, scholars also illus-
trate space as political and politicised.24 Bearing this in mind, we employ a
spatial analysis adapted from Henri Lefebvre and colleagues.25 Lefebvre’s
work has been fundamental in articulating connections between space as a
philosophical construct, exercise in and of production, and site of (re)presen-
tation.26 Lefebvre stressed the need to transcend realist understandings of
space grounded in the tangible, visible, physical and temporal, and to con-
ceive of space (in the first sense) as metaphysical; that is, as thought
systems that have genesis in human ideals that then (may) take root in
time and place. Building on earlier spatial scholars,27 L’espace, for Lefebvre,
had transcendental forms that were not fixed and anchored to specific ways
of knowing and being, but could be challenged and recrafted. We return to
the social transformative aspects of space later. However, what mattered for
Lefebvre was that conceptualisation of space commenced as an ideological
project borne out of human social relations, communications, and intellec-
tual exchanges. For example, in relation to sport and basketball, the heritage
space may be borne from ideals of club fraternity and loyalty, fandom and
camaraderie, the joys of performance, notions of success/failure, youth par-
ticipation and community.
Yet, metaphysical configurations of space (what we term more simply as
thought space), Lefebvre noted, were complex and necessitated critique that
accounted for contextual forces (e.g. with regards to basketball heritage, pol-
itical, economic and cultural processes that have shaped the sport); structural
influences (e.g. prevailing sport and education ideals that have formalised the
game over time); power relations (e.g. organisational controls and regu-
lations over participation and exclusion); and, reproduction processes (e.g.
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ways basketball histories are represented, consumed and sustained).
Although thought space may exist in the ether, Lefebvre acknowledged
that it could be ‘felt’ in the sharing of discourses, messages and values
within and between people and institutions.28 Here, think of the sharing
of sporting experiences or collective nostalgic reflection over past perform-
ances and memories, and the reproduction practices (e.g. celebration of par-
ticular historical material deemed valuable to the sport’s members and
positive social media basketball threads). These processes, Lefebvre noted,
constitute representations of space (what we term production space).
Central to which are willing stakeholders who are complicit in transforming
and transmitting ideals to visible forms (e.g. the NBHC has a role in produ-
cing exhibits and social media posts), as well as willing consumers (e.g. sport
fans and sport history enthusiasts) willing to ‘buy-into’ and maintain the
space.
Spatial production is not fixed or predetermined. Rather, there is potential
for spaces to be disrupted and recrafted by political action, intervention, and
reconfiguration. To this end, Lefebvre articulated the importance of further
metaphysical space, representational practice. Here, the emphasis is on ways
ideals and productions coalesce, are experienced, and made sense of by com-
munities and individuals in situ. For example, how audiences might engage
with a sport heritage exhibit, understand historical narratives, and commu-
nicate this knowledge further.29 While representational practices contribute
to sustaining spatial status quo, it was out of this that forms of transform-
ation could occur that might alter what the space is, what it does as a site
of meaning, and who it might represent. For this paper, this is configured
as the action space; a site of possibility in which experiences of basketball
may be redeveloped and historically anchored. Action, however, can take
many forms, and generating transformative action requires resource, care,
and commitment (e.g. regarding what ideals/narratives are deemed impor-
tant to showcase and challenge, and what opportunities exist to critique
knowledge). We elaborate on these arguments later.
Scholars have drawn attention to the value of Lefebvre’s work in interro-
gating heritage space (and to ideological and production politics therein).30
Further work has also noted Lefebvre’s contribution beyond heritage spaces
to education, pedagogical development, the promotion of critical agency and
social transformation in an array of learning environments.31 However, at
present, there remains potential for the framework to be utilised within
the context of sport heritage. Congruent to Lefebvrian approaches, and
NBHC’s educational underpinnings, we see utility in offering a conceptual
analysis of NBHC thought, production and action space to explore some of
the ideals that underpin the Centre as a heritage space, how these ideals
manifest in material (the exhibit) and virtual (social media) production,
and what opportunities manifest for action and alternative meaning making.
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Space in practice: the exhibit
The NBHC hosted a one-day pop-up exhibition entitled ‘Basketball Heritage
and Nostalgia’ at the University of Worcester Arena on January 31st, 2020.
Situated in the university’s primary conference suite overlooking the sports
hall/basketball court, the exhibition was held in conjunction with a British
Basketball League (BBL)fixture between theWorcesterWolves andNewcastle
Eagles with 2000 basketball fans in attendance. Utilising NBHC items held in
the University ofWorcester’s collection, complemented bymemorabilia from
a private collection, the exhibit design incorporated two spaces. The first room
was dedicated to the work of the UK’s premier basketball photographer,
Mansoor Ahmed. A slideshow of Ahmed’s portfolio was shown alongside
mounted compositions from across his thirty-year career. Mansoor was also
in attendance and available to discuss his work with the public. The second
room became a basketball museum inspired by the Naismith Memorial Bas-
ketball Hall of Fame (NMBHF) in Springfield, Massachusetts, USA and the
Museo FEB (Spanish Basketball Federation Museum) in Madrid.32 As a sig-
nificant proportion of the NBHC’s collections is printed material, the chal-
lenge was to present items in ways that would capture the attention and
imagination of basketball’s varied communities. The displays were, therefore,
organised chronologically and by content and featured a broad selection of
NBHC ephemera. To generate fans’ curiosity and exhibit attendance, pro-
fessional game jerseys were displayed along glass panels overlooking the
court so to be visible from within the arena. The centrepiece was a signed
Kobe Bryant jersey placed in an elevated position, level with the halfway
line of the basketball court as a tribute to the player’s passing earlier that week.
Upon entrance, visitors were greeted with an installation featuring mem-
orabilia and print media from the 1980s and 1990s. The display was book-
ended with two analogue CRT television sets connected to VHS machines.
With limited television broadcasts of the NBA in the 1980s and early
1990s, part of the experience of being an NBA fan in the UK was ordering
VHS tapes from a mail-order service. For younger fans, this was certainly
a talking point as many of them had not before seen a VHS player or an ana-
logue CRT Television. For parents who grew up during these decades this
was an opportunity to share their childhood experience of basketball fanati-
cism. Complementing the videos were assorted periodicals (e.g. magazines
Slam, XXL, and MVP) and game-issued professional jerseys. Stimulating
substantial public interest, however, was a pair of Shaquille O’Neal’s US
Size 20 Reebok Pump Shaq Attaq shoes from the 1992–93 season. The time-
line of printed media and memorabilia continued through to the next instal-
lation which focused on the 2000s and 2010s.33
The other side of the room was dedicated to British basketball. The high-
light, particularly for young fans, was the attendance of 2018 Commonwealth
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Games silver medallist Siobhan Prior, dressed in her Commonwealth Games
tracksuit, stationed at an exhibit dedicated to the history of Great Britain’s
National teams from 1948 to the present day. In addition to viewing ephe-
mera from the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games, fans had the opportunity
to wear and be photographed with Siobhan’s medal. The final exhibit was
dedicated to the British domestic game and featured editions of ‘Basketball
News’ from the early 1950s and ‘Basketball’ which ran from the 1960s
until the 1980s (Figure 1).
@Hoops_Heritage
Although designed to be temporary (due to the current lack of space for per-
manent displays and short term use of loaned material), the exhibition
success has, invariably, been enabled and enhanced by NBHC’s clear,
concise, and consistent virtual identity. Firstly, NBHC required an acceptable
name that could effectively communicate the Centre’s brand and be
employed across multiple social media spaces. Initially, the URLs
NBHC.com and NBHC.org were available but were premium domain
names priced beyond the Centre’s financial resources.34 In the social
media space, @BasketballHeritage exceeded Twitter’s character limit, so
the word basketball was replaced with hoops; a popular slang term for the
sport.35 The Centre eventually settled on www.HoopsHeritage.com for its
domain name, @Hoops.Heritage for Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok,
and @Hoops_Heritage for Twitter. With significant image and video-
based content, currently NBHC disseminates primarily from Instagram
with posts simultaneously synchronised with Facebook and Twitter.
Figure 1. Collation of images from the NBHC exhibit, January 31st, 2020.
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In the first year, the Centre has attracted over 3,485 followers on Insta-
gram (though a low 445 Twitter and 442 Facebook followers). A modest
number compared to high profile accounts, but respectable when consider-
ing that @GBBasketball, the Great Britain national team Instagram account
has 13,000 followers and has been active since 2013. Currently, posts
(approximately 29 to date) have generally coincided with topical events for
the community and areas of interest for promoting youth engagement,
where the NBHC has added some historical context. These have included
profiling Siobhan Prior’s professional playing career and involvement in
the exhibition and celebrating British players’ or British teams’ milestones.
For example, when the Great Britain men’s national team set a new record
for the longest FIBA winning streak in programme history. Instagram’s
story feature has also been used to broadcast exhibition videos, including
the Great Britain national team exhibit to celebrate National Sporting Heri-
tage Day (30th September). As the collection is digitised further, the intention
is that the Centre will utilise the unlimited amount of digital real estate social
media spaces to transform into a virtual museum via increase content
posting (Figure 2).
In developing @Hoops_Heritage as an engaging space, the focus has been
driven by key ideological forces that reflect the Centre’s desires to better rep-
resent its constituents and sustain interest and engagement into basketball’s
futures. NBHC’s virtual space builds upon two primary ideas: (1) community
identity and fraternity; and, (2) youth development. Like other sport spaces,
basketball’s community ethos is conceptualised around an inherent ‘love of
the game’, familial and social relations, club allegiance and loyalty, sporting
nostalgia, ephemera and statistical fascinations, and player/playing affecta-
tions. In basketball’s case, the relative marginalised nature of the sport,
smaller funding and support, and strong localised grassroots development,
have also crystalised and galvanised these ideals.36
The NBHC thought space
Notions of community provides an important point of leverage around
which to orientate NBHC’s organisational practice.37 Within basketball, a
communal ethos draws people together to play, spectate and support, and
engage with and share in (re)creations of the sport’s histories. To note, an
interest in history or a wish to engage in a sports’ past, is not, necessarily,
a feature or condition of sport community membership. Moreover, not all
community members appreciate, understand, or conceptualise the sport’s
past and histories in the same ways. For example, historical interest in the
community may range across a spectrum from dedicated enthusiasts who
may be fans, former players, coaches, managers or administrators with a
passion for preserving the sport’s histories, through to lay spectators,
parent/caregivers, or young athletes who watch or play, enjoy the game,
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and who have only a fleeting or peripheral interest in the historical aspects of
the sport. However, doing justice to a diverse sport community (with its
entrenched tribalism and parochialism), understanding members’ experi-
ences, and recognising points of tension (e.g. between clubs, national govern-
ing bodies (NGBs), and participant) and inequalities of representation (e.g.
with respect to gender, disability, ethnic minorities, and geography) is
difficult and community tensions manifest in several ways. This includes
organisational representations within the NBHC, engagements with external
NGBs and domestic professional clubs, within the willingness of members to
donate and/or contribute material to the archive, and who gets to ‘speak’ for
and represent the sport’s histories online. Nevertheless, as scholars suggest of
the function of museum sites more generally,38 the NBHC has a duty to
reflect and support this spectrum. Moreover, it needs to ensure its heritage
practices diversify, democratise and reflect an ethics of care toward its
Figure 2. Social media post from Siobhán Prior following the NBHC National Teams
exhibition.
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communities (e.g. by confronting its ‘difficult’ pasts vis-à-vis minorities, and
the sport’s socio-economic gender, ethnic and disability inequalities).39
Notions of community within basketball heritage are also enmeshed
with ideals related to youth/youth development and associated concept
of ‘grassroots’ sport participation. This focus is unsurprising as basketball
in the UK has a strong youth demographic.40 Moreover, since inception,
the sport has been enmeshed within school sport. During the early
decades of the twentieth century, for instance, the popularity of the sport
progressed through both the UK’s formal school system and youth club
networks specifically, the Young Men’s and Women’s Christian Associ-
ations (YMCA, YWCA) in London and the North West. As early physical
education teaching and coaching manuals, and early protagonists noted,
the relatively simplistic nature of the sport, its few rules, low cost and dra-
matic appeal (coupled later with interest in the game’s American globalisa-
tion), made it a sport that resonated among many of the nation’s youth. In
addition to physical activity, the sport also afforded youth substantial
opportunities for informal learning, socialisation, identity formation.,
and occasional social mobility.41
Notwithstanding the youth emphasis, and scholarship documenting the
‘youth-centred’ origins of the game,42 this has not translated significantly
to other forms of historical dissemination or heritage production. To note,
given the nature of the archival material within the collection, there has
been a prioritisation of national, club and senior players’ historical material.
One of the reasons for this has been that such a focus helps the NBHC draw
wide spectator appeal, engagement, and interest, and helps fulfils marketing
goals. It is worth noting, however, that the marginal focus on youth voice
within basketball heritage and history is not unique. Sport heritage sites
are often limited in what heritage investments they make and what initiatives
are resourced. Accordingly, there tends to be a prevailing focus on teams and
key player narratives of the most recognisable contributors to the sport. Yet,
in the effort of doing justice to the community and youth ideals that consti-
tute the bedrock of basketball, the NBHC already holds material that evi-
dences the sport’s synergies with youth culture and education (e.g. sport
programmes, competition schedules, fun-day announcements, youth team
exchanges and basketball camps). To date, this material has been physically
sorted and catalogued. Preliminary lists of general collection contents are
also available online, along with initial digitisations of national teams’ per-
formance records. Access to these collections is currently obtained
through either the university’s Research Collections office or via the
NBHC Director. Having such material is a start. Now, as scholars of youth
heritage have advocated, what is needed is a commitment to ‘ground up’
strategies that include youth in decision making, curatorial and represen-
tation practices.43
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The NBHC production space
Following museum and sport scholars’ observations regarding digital
trends,44 the NBHC has a variety of digital and social media innovations at
its disposal to promote community and youth aspects. Foremost in the
NBHC production space has been improving the website function of the
Centre and digitising previously uncatalogued materials. Specifically, statisti-
cal and performance histories of the nation’s premier clubs and national
teams.45 Yet, with the game comprising a youth demographic frequently
referred to as ‘digital natives’,46 Instagram, Twitter and Facebook enable the
Centre to transcend conventional static displays and general website develop-
ment. Notwithstanding audiences’ virtual tendencies, social and digital media
technology use does not necessarily, nor immediately, translate into engage-
ments with, ormeaningful representation of, the sport’s various communities.
This is particularly the case if we also consider basketball’s younger constitu-
ents for whom interest in heritage and web-based archival content may be a
minimal priority or non-existent. In order, therefore, for the digital content
and texts to be visible, received and appreciated, ways to connect and resonate
with individuals’ personal and collective interests are needed.
To these ends NBHC have employed a range of social media linguistic
devices. For example, the use of hashtags (#) (e.g. #hoops #NBHC #Worc-
Basketball #sportheritage #TeamGB). All of which enable NBHC to attach
itself to key themes, organisations and concepts of the sport, and become
‘visible’ within wider public and private domains.47 The hashtag #BritishBas-
ketball, for example, has been promoted by basketball’s NGBs for use by all
basketball organisations, teams, fans and players across England, Scotland,
and Wales. The term connects NBHC to wider communities and events
from the professional level (e.g. Olympic, international, and professional
league fixtures), key sport stars, media outlets, and local level activities.
However, followers of sport specific hashtags receive substantial threads of
information in their virtual ‘feeds’ (an individual’s personalised stream of
content), and users may entirely miss NBHC posts. Yet, given the sport’s dia-
sporic participant and fan base, and UK basketball’s similarly diverse mem-
bership, hashtags provide a means of connecting rapidly and with ease.
Moreover, this work has raised awareness and followers have subsequently
contacted the Centre to inquire about donations or collection use, share
sport stories, or elicit further details about NBHC work.
Similarly, the @ symbol (that forms part of social media ‘handles’ –
specific personal or organisational accounts) further enabled content to be
directly connected to individuals, clubs and external organisations. The
handle @Hoops_Heritage (the official NBHC Twitter account) allows the
Centre to strategically reach specific current and potential members/organ-
isations. Tweets related to past Team GB statistics, club and player perform-
ances, international and national fixtures, photos, and other ephemera can all
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be shared with individuals, clubs or NGBs (if they have personal handles and
social media profiles). Regardless of whether hashtags and handles elicit reci-
procity, they broaden the Centre’s promotion and collapse local and global
boundaries. Additionally, social media activity enables content to be exhib-
ited differently, collection access improved, and new narratives to come off
the physical archival bench and in to play. Other social media functions
such as the ‘share’ (an action that pushes a user’s choice of feed to its own
and/or others feeds and platforms), and the ‘like’ (noted mark of awareness,
approval or endorsement), are also valuable. For the NBHC, these have led to
current and past players and administrators remarking on team photos,
memorabilia, clothing and performance statistics. While most communi-
cations remain affable (and are marshalled by this paper’s second author),
even disputes over issues such a ‘best’ player or team ‘of all time’, for
example, indicate a level of interest and affection toward the sport’s histories
and heritage.
As mundane and ubiquitous as social media posting may seem, there is
still an associated labour cost to this production. Although technologies
(such as Hootsuite, SocialSprout and E-clincher) make social media manage-
ment easier, maintaining the NBHC’s platform still requires time, energy,
and commitment. The NBHC has, admittedly, played the ball well in this
regard. Currently, this activity falls within the remit of this paper’s second
author whose academic contract and research project (undertaken through
the University of Central Lancashire and Arts and Humanities Research
Council Doctoral scheme) entail practical work experience in and for the
NBHC. Nonetheless, at a time of increased precarity in HE, such schemes
cannot necessarily be relied upon. The hope for continuing NBHC pro-
duction may lay, therefore, within the sport’s communities.48 Internally
sourced volunteers, financial contributions from the sport’s alumni or
national clubs, crowdsourcing activities, establishing a ‘Friends of the
NHBC’ scheme, and corporate sponsorship may yield new resource for
future NBHC work. Here, it need be noted that the NBHC’s home within
the university may be double-edged sword. On the one hand, the NHBC’s
university location secures the collection as much as possible within the
current climate. Yet, externally, potential benefactors may perceive the uni-
versity as financially secure and well-funded enough to support the Centre’s
work. While universities, including the University of Worcester, have good
business partnerships within their communities (often utilising sport con-
nections), more work needs yet to be done to harness these relationships
toward heritage ventures.
The NBHC action space
Where NBHC now needs to go is toward becoming an action space. Essen-
tially, as Lefebvre encouraged of other locales, to be a site of social, political,
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cultural, and ideological transformation. In this case, for the NBHC to not
merely represent the sport’s histories as imperturbable interpretations of
the past, but to confront, challenge and change what the sport can represent.
Specifically, this entails NHBC employing its archival resources and critical
insights offered by its members to raise issues about the sport and its his-
tories, to question the material valued as part of its heritage, and contribute
to new meaning makings that advance alternative voices and narratives.
Towards these critical historiographical ends, and to complement NBHC’s
content, there exist several additional digital repositories on basketball’s
(and relatedly, netball’s) global, transnational and national histories that
could aid production of new narratives. Organisations and repositories
such as The Black Fives Foundation, founded by Claude Johnson, for
example, is dedicated to honouring histories of African-American basketball
in the United States.49 In addition to serving as a key archival repository for
research, the Foundation also utilises its collections and digital platforms to
showcase the lives and experiences of basketball’s Black American constitu-
ents through critical exhibits, Hall of Fame commemorations, public knowl-
edge-exchange events, local community engagement activities and charity
work. The site and scope of activities provide an encouraging model for
both the NBHC and other fledgling and/or small sport heritage entities to
aspire to.
The Foundation’s work sits in contradistinction to that of the more osten-
tatious and established, Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame and
museum (mentioned above). The physical space and its online collections
aim to preserve and celebrate the history of basketball at all levels. Exhibits
here have focused on women’s participation and achievements, community
sport development, and school sport ventures. Yet, while the NMBHF com-
prises a significant museum collection, the research services and digital
archive are not easily accessible for scholarly use. Moreover, operating in a
similar manner to many other sport museums, the NMBHF (by its very
nature) focuses primarily on the valorisation of the highest levels of the
sport, and maximising public engagement through popular sporting
figures, successful performance narratives and interactive displays.
Returning to the critical focus advocated within the Black Fives Foun-
dation, a more useful exemplar for nascent sport heritage development is
offered by the collection dedicated to preserving and showcasing the
legacy of Swede Martina Bergman Österberg, the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century physical culture and sporting pioneer.50 In addition to
advancing women’s physical training, education and liberation through
the UK’s education system, Österberg was an internationally influential
figure in advancing women’s participation and recognition in netball,
hockey, cricket, lacrosse and many other sports. Located within North
Kent College, Dartford, UK, the repository serves as a key space to preserve
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and showcase female sport, facilitate scholarly research, and promote public
interest. Although not as professionally designed or comprehensive as the
Black Fives Foundation or the NMBHF sites, the repository provides sub-
stantial resources for researchers to use to interrogate global and local
sport cultures and add nuance and critique to debates about gendered
sport experiences.51 However, these organisational sites (in particular, that
of Basketball England) are not historically focused, nor well set up for use
for historical research. As encountered through the NBHC’s development,
the lack of historical content on England Basketball’s site, invariably, is
reflective of the organisation’s current limited economic and practical
capacities and prioritisation of historical work. Historians may be able to
counter these organisational deficiencies, and gaps in the NBHC’s own col-
lection and productions, by also engaging with Playing Pasts online which
has published many articles on the topic by Keith Myerscough, the UK’s pre-
eminent basketball historian.52
Encouraged by contemporary sites such as those above, the NBHC’s
efforts here could model the Heritage Lottery’s ‘Kick the Dust’ campaign
that has funded initiatives empowering the nation’s communities to
engage in heritage creation.53 One initiative is ‘Our Shared Cultural Heri-
tage’. The multi-organisation partnership project entails uniting young
people to share and explore UK and South East Asian heritage and engage
youth communities and youth ambassadors in heritage and museum-
related social action projects. Pursuing this avenue, the NBHC could simi-
larly become an outreach space undertaking work in schools (or other edu-
cation settings) encouraging young basketball players and fans to engage in
activities that question the sport’s structures, values, entrenched power-
relations and inequalities of representation and experience.
To this focus there are additional unexplored avenues for further research.
This includes, though is not necessarily limited to, continued exploration of
the roles of the YMCA across the late nineteenth and early twentieth century,
the evolution and progression of the English Basketball Association from the
1930s, youth and provincial histories of the sport, and the early commercia-
lisation and professionalisation of the game. There is also potential compara-
tive work to be done in regards to the development and shared experience
with the country’s netball histories during these formative decades. While
scholars, including contributors to Playing Pasts have made some advances
on these topics, there remains fertile ground for new cross-organisational
collaborations to produce fresh historical and heritage work.54 Relatedly,
there are possible opportunities for sport historians to contribute to
current collaborative ventures; particularly those aimed to serve the youth
and grassroot dimensions of the sport. For example, the John Amaechi Bas-
ketball centre in Stockport, UK (now the Magic and Mystic’s shared basket-
ball and netball facility).55 Established and named after the renown former
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British NBA star, psychologist, and leadership expert, in addition to support-
ing professional franchises, the organisation also undertakes a raft of com-
munity development and youth education initiatives in the greater
Manchester area and across the UK. The work also complements similar
initiatives undertaken by the nearby North West Basketball Centre. At the
national level, there are also social responsibility projects such as Project
Swish run by Basketball England and supported by Sport England; one of
several national outdoor basketball initiatives designed to improve engage-
ment in the sport, support youth communities, and rejuvenate urban sport
environments around the country.56 The records, developments, histories
and experiences of these spaces and ventures are all worthy foci of contem-
porary collecting which, in turn, potentially facilitated scholarly interrog-
ation and academic partnership.
There are, however, two specific domainswhere theNBHCcouldfirst focus
transformative action. Firstly, articulating women’s experiences of basketball
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century and beyond. The
second is illustrating the sport’s historical roles in young people’s health
and wellbeing via informal/social forms of play. With regards to the former,
schools or clubs with young female players could identify heritage/history
ambassadors to collaborate with the NBHC on projects on the development
of female clubs, the role of institutions such as the YWCA, and female contri-
butors to the sport’s development. Additional research could reveal and
engage with narratives about histories of women’s basketball, wheelchair
and adapted basketball, and/or inner-city urban basketball initiatives (such
as those identified above).57 Reflecting suggestions for critical sport history
education,58 work here could also interrogate contemporary historical
issues related to inequalities of sponsorship, media, role-modelling, and lea-
dership. Congruent with documented success and critique of urban basketball
youth projects such as the Midnight Basketball and REACH initiatives in the
USA,59 and concomitant museum sector research noting the value of play-
centred approaches to foster history engagement,60 the NBHC could also
ally with local councils, youth service providers and sport development organ-
isations. These collaborations might focus on redeveloping deprived/neg-
lected areas of the city that youth inhabit and value, use archival material
creatively to showcase youth culture in public areas of cities, or use informal
play to gather youth to share their experiences as part of an oral history project.
Whatever the possibilities, NBHCmust remain committed to encouraging the
widest use of its collection to these potential ends.
Conclusion
The formative years of the NBHC have been characterised by a spirit of col-
lective optimism, productive collaboration, successful public and academic
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engagement activities, and discernible growth as a heritage and archival
repository. NBHC’s current status has been a function of the unity its found-
ing members have shown towards its aims, the volunteer work undertaken in
its promotion, sustained support by its university host, and the generosity of
the sport’s communities to donate material and enrich the collection. While
this progress is notable, and the archive may be ‘safe’ for the foreseeable
future, this is not yet enough if the Centre is to keep fulfilling its aims and
genuinely be a contributor to progressive heritage politics. To this end,
and by employing a spatial framework of thought, production and action
spaces, we sought to illuminate the NBHC’s role in facilitating connections
between some of the ideals that bring the sport’s communities together,
the modes of production that this unity can contribute to, and the opportu-
nities for social activism that might stem therefrom. The framework provides
a conceptual tool for sport heritage practitioners to utilise in crafting critical
sport spaces that reflect and resonate with the communities they seek to rep-
resent. Integral to this process is to not only find ways archival material can
be brought to the fore, but to seek ways the sport’s communities can be part
of the processes of recovery, revelation, and remaking. Here, there are posi-
tive examples that sport heritage spaces like the NBHC and its peers can
draw upon. Moreover, sport heritage organisations are in positions to lever-
age the sport fandom, extant stakeholder relations, and periodical and con-
temporaneous issues sport raises to connect audiences with content and new
meaning making. For the NBHC, at least, the next quarter of play necessi-
tates generating dialogue, rapport and productive interactions that matter
not just for the Centre’s aims, but to basketball’s constituents and the
game’s future legacies.
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